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Introduction This paper presents the results of a study to evaluate
survival analysis the effect of treated diseases on the culling rate
(remove from herd) in dairy cows.
Methods Five different models, with and without time-dependent
covariates, using Gompertz distribution were studied. Model 1
treated diseases as a binary and time-independent covariates. Models
2 through 5 treated diseases as time-dependent covariates. For each
observation, we split follow-up time in intervals each corresponding
to a different lactation month. In other words, each observation
from study entry until culling or censoring was split into several
one-month observations by Lexis expansion of the original dataset.
Model 2 assumed an animal experience a certain disease from the
beginning of the occurrence of that disease by the end of follow-up
period. Model 3 assumed cows are at risk from the begging of the
study until the disease occurred (inverse of model 2). In model 4 and
5 an animal was assumed to experience a certain disease for 1 month
if the disease occurred during this period. The only difference is in
model 4 assumed diseases occurred only one time and in model 5
multiple disease occurrences at different months were considered as
different episodes.
Results According to Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) value
and Cox-Snell residuals model 5 was the best model.
Conclusion A comparison of culling models with and without time-
dependent covariates found that models without time dependency
tended to seriously underestimate the risk of a disease on culling.
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Introduction Maori, the indigenous population of New Zealand,
have the right to good health, healthy conditions and high quality
epidemiological data. Consistent, comprehensive ethnicity data are
crucial for appropriate representation of Maori health status and in
order to monitor governmental progress towards equity in health.
Maori have been undercounted in health datasets in the past and
different methods of adjusting for this undercount have been
developed and used in the calculation of population rates. This
study investigates the implications of using four different methods
to measure ethnicity in a cohort study.
Methods Using a cohort of patients with ischaemic heart disease
(IHD), a sensitivity analysis was applied to determine the impact of
four different methods of measuring Maori ethnicity on outcomes
that determine disparities in both mortality and receipt of proce-
dures, between Maori and non-Maori with IHD.
Results There was some slight variation in results with the use of
different methods to measure ethnicity. Overall however, the
interpretation of the results would remain largely unchanged with
the use of the different methods. These implications will be
discussed. This study has wider considerations for the measurement

of ethnicity in a cohort study, the right of indigenous populations to
high quality ethnicity data, and the ongoing critique and develop-
ment of an epidemiology that is responsive to the needs and aspi-
rations of Maori in New Zealand.
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Knowledge of factors influencing recurrence risk is essential in the
prevention of disease recurrence. In this paper, we show that correct
estimation of the strength of such factors is, however, troublesome.
We performed a simulation study of the recurrence risk of a fictional
pregnancy-related disorder, Y. We assumed that there were four
component causes of Y, X1 representing the determinant under
study, X2 and X3 representing unmeasured determinants, and X4
representing pregnancy as a necessary condition for developing Y.
We stipulated that each woman would become pregnant twice. RR
of disease during the first pregnancy for X1+ (presence) vs X1-
(absence) was 19.0. Attributable risk (AR) was 0.18. RR of recurrent
disease for X1+ vs X1- during the second pregnancy, calculated
among women with previous disease, was apparently 1.0, and AR
was apparently 0.00. However, we show that real RR and AR were
considerably higher (19.0 and 0.95, respectively). Our simulation
shows that selection of a study population on the basis of previous
disease can lead to underestimation of the strength of recurrence risk
factors. The bias involved is a form of collider-stratification bias. We
urge for extra caution in the interpretation of studies of recurrence
risk factors.
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Introduction Marginal structural models (MSMs) were developed to
address time-varying confounding in nonrandomized exposure
effect studies. It is unclear how estimates from MSMs to conven-
tional models differ in real settings and how the MSMs are imple-
mented in the literature.
Methods We systematically reviewed the literature of MSMs since
2000 retrieving papers from both PubMed and ISI Web of Knowl-
edge databases.
Results Data to compare MSMs and conventional models were
obtained from 65 papers reporting 164 exposure-outcome associa-
tions. In 18 (11.0%), the two techniques resulted in estimates with
opposite interpretations, and in 58 (39.7%) estimates differed by at
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